Universal Laser Cutter Materials Catalog
Dog Tags

$.58/each
Name Plates

$1.19/each
Orange Acrylic

Each sheet can be cut into 4-18x6 pieces
$5.06 per 18x6 piece
Green Acrylic

Each sheet can be cut into 4-18x6 pieces

$4.24 per 18x6 piece
Mirrored Grey Acrylic

Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces

$4.97 per 12x6 piece
Clear Smooth Acrylic

Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces

$3.97 per 12x6 piece
Clear Textured Acrylic

Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces

$5.24 per 12x6 piece
11x14 Acrylic

Each sheet is 11x14

$2.83 each
Walnut Laminate

Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces

$3.22 per 12x6 piece
Cherry Laminate

Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces

$3.22 per 12x6 piece
Maple Laminate

Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces
$3.22 per 12x6 piece
Bass Wood

$6.55 per 8x26” sheet
Alder Wood

$5.00 per 6x12” piece
Birch Plywood

$3.00 per 12x24” sheet
Magnetic Sheets: Brushed Gold

Prints black on gold

Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces

$5.95 per 12x6 piece
Magnetic Sheets: Black

Prints gold on black

Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces

$5.95 per 12x6 piece
Magnetic Sheets: Brushed Silver

Prints black on silver

Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces
$5.95 per 12x6 piece
Orange Plastic

Prints white on orange
Each sheet can be cut into 4-12x6 pieces
$2.43 per 12x6 piece